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MUSICIANS: 

Ursina : Main voc / Violin (DI) / 

Soprano Saxophone (own Clip 

Mic) / Accordeon (DI) 

Reto: Oud (DI) / Accordeon (DI) /  

Ilou: E-Bass / voc 

Arian: E-Guitar / voc 

Frik: just Drums (phhew!)  



Hello, dear sound technician! Thank you very much for mixing us, without you 

we would be in big trouble. If there are any questions or problems, please 

address Arian: +41 76 220 11 01  

A couple of Things to note: 

Feedback: 

Krüsimusig is a band that features many acoustic instruments, but also gets 

pretty damn LOUD at times. We constantly battle with feedbacks from the 

acoustic instruments and the resulting monitor mix on stage. A thorough 

monitor soundcheck, including pulling frequencies if possible, is essential to 

prevent feedbacks. Especially Reto, our oud and accordion virtuoso, is prone to 

feedbacks and any other unpleasant sound you can imagine. I advise you to 

hover your finger always over his mute button, to keep all our ears in good 

health. During soundcheck, mute him (as well as his monitor) if it’s not his turn 

to check, as he WILL pull and plug cables and effects unannounced. During the 

concert, pay attention to the instrument switches of Ursina as well as Reto, and 

mute accordingly (Reto sometimes puts his accordion in front of the monitor… 

but he plays amazing, totally makes up for it!).  

 

Violin: Ursina sometimes uses some sort of fuzz and octaver effect on her 5 

string violin, which boosts a lot the bass frequencies. Make sure to ask for the 

effect during soundcheck, adjust gain and lower the basses accordingly. 

Accordions: Mute until after the battery amplifiers of the accordion mics are 

turned on. 

Saxophone: Own clip mic - phantom power 48v 

Bass Amp: Mark Bass Combo (or similar) - Line-out or Mic 

Guitar Amp: Fender Hot Rod Deville (or similar) - Sennheiser e906 or similar or 

whatever you have. 

Drums: Only kick mic for smaller venues, + snare mic and 2 OH for large venues. 

Provided by the venue, if not discussed otherwise 

 


